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Automatic Epp Machine 

 

Ningbo PinSheng Machinery Co.,Ltd is committed 

to developing, designing and producing various of 

EPS and EPP machines, such as EPS 

Pre-expander, Pinsheng® Automatic EPP Machine. 

We concerns how to improve our quality as well as 

improving the value of our customers’business. 

With years’experience in this industry, we believe 

we could be your best partner! 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Excellent comes 1st; service is foremost; small business is cooperation" is our 

organization philosophy which is regularly observed and pursued by our company for top 

grade low price Automatic Epp Machine, We price your inquiry, For more facts, please get 

in touch with us, we will reply you ASAP! 

 

top grade low price Automatic Epp Machine, With the effort to keep pace with world's 

trend, we'll always endeavor to meet customers' demands. If you want develop any other 

new items, we can customize them to suit your needs. If you feel interest in any of our 

products and solutions or want develop new merchandise, you should feel free to contact 

us. We are looking forward to forming successful business relationship with customers all 

over the world. 

 

We are providing Pinsheng® qualify Automatic Epp Machine ,compared EPS moulding 

machine, EPP moulding machine is with more application, EPP product is with better 

quality which will bring you higher Economic benefit. 

  

Model:PSEPP1517           

Brand: PinSheng 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

Various 

application 

Our Automatic Epp Machine could produce with EPP raw material to be 

EPP product, but also could use to produce EPP,EPS,EPE,EPO raw 

material. 

Feeding 

Device 

Our Automatic Epp Machine has precision material feeding device for 

faster injection without any dead angle, the density of the material on the 

muzzle of the feeder will not increase. 

3.Precision 

processing 

technique 

Our Automatic Epp Machine adopts precision processing technique, the 

tolerance between fixed plate and movable plate is within±0.2mm. 
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4.Hydraulic 

System 

Our Automatic Epp Machine is driven by a hydraulic system, with different 

system guarantee the fast the stable running of the machine 

Digital 

pressure 

control system 

Our EPP Shape Moulding Machine adopts digital pressure control system 

which can adjust the pressure inside the mould more precisely. 

Steam System 
Our Automatic EPP Machine adpots new Steam control system,it can 

adjust steam pressure and flow rate so as to save steam. 

  

Product Feature And Application 

EPP Shape Moulding Machine has a wide range of uses, and one machine has multiple 

uses, which can maximize the benefits of the machine. 

 

 

Deliver,Shipping And Serving 
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FAQ 

1.Where is your factory located? 

We have 2 production plant, one plant locates in Hangzhou which professionally 

producing EPS/EPP/ETPU machine. Another factory locates in Jiangsu Provide which 

producing EPS/EPP/ETPU mould. Both two factories are pretty close to the Shanghai port 

for easiest transportation. 

 

2.Do you have detailed and professional installation manual? 

We will provide very detailed installation manuals and videos, and the service until you 

are satisfied 

 

3.Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

We are manufacturer. 

 

4.Q:How long is your delivery time of Automatic Epp Machine? 

Normally delivery time is 30~45 days. 

 

5.Q:How many years have your company made this kind of equipment? 

More than 10 years. 

 

6.Q:Can I only buy some spare parts of Automatic Epp Machinefrom you? 

Yes, we also provide all kinds of spare parts that relatives to our machine. 

 

7.How do you pack the equipment? 

We will strengthen and protect the equipment to ensure that they will not be damaged 

during transportation. 

 

8.Q:Can you send your staff to install the equipment Automatic Epp Machine for us? 

Under normal conditions, it is possible. Now it is an epidemic situation. We will try our best 

to assist in case wecannot send technician in time. We will also conduct 
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video connections with guests to teach them to install them in place. 

 

9.Q:Can you can design the equipment according to our size? 

Yes, it is acceptable 

 

10.Q:How many production lines in your factory? 

We have total 10 production line. 

 

 

 


